AcLDL

:   acetylated low‐density lipoprotein

BSA

:   bovine serum albumin

CA

:   carotid artery

CCh

:   carbachol

EC

:   endothelial cell

FBS

:   fetal bovine serum

InsP~3~

:   inositol 1,4,5‐trisphosphate

PDGF‐BB

:   platelet‐derived growth factor‐BB

PE

:   phenylephrine

PV

:   portal vein

SM

:   smooth muscle

SMA

:   smooth muscle α‐actin

SMC

:   smooth muscle cell

SM‐MHC

:   smooth muscle myosin heavy chain

TMRE

:   tetramethylrhodamine

Introduction {#tjp7415-sec-0030}
============

Atherosclerosis involves the focal build‐up of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and macrophages under the endothelium in arteries (Ross, [1999](#tjp7415-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). Macrophages may accumulate in the vascular wall because circulating monocytes adhere to the endothelium, migrate to the subendothelial space and differentiate into macrophages. These macrophage express scavenger receptors that facilitate the uptake of modified lipoproteins leading to cholesterol accumulation and the appearance of 'foam cells'. Macrophage‐derived foam cells make up the fatty streak lesions that precede more advanced atherosclerotic plaques. However, in plaques, cells classified as macrophage (e.g. from CD68 expression) may also express proteins more usually associated with SMCs (Mietus‐Snyder *et al*. [2000](#tjp7415-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Allahverdian *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), e.g. SM α‐actin (SMA) and SM22α. In human coronary arteries, for example, 50% of foam cell‐rich lesions had co‐localisation of foam cell markers and SMA (Allahverdian *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). It has also been reported that human monocytes can undergo a transition to a SMA‐expressing myofibroblast‐like phenotype (Stewart *et al*. [2009](#tjp7415-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, macrophage cells co‐expressing smooth muscle (SM) markers may be macrophage cells with SM markers or SM‐like cells with macrophage markers (Stewart *et al*. [2009](#tjp7415-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; Ludin *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Shen *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Andreeva *et al*. [1997](#tjp7415-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Recent experimental observations have led to the proposal that SM may acquire a macrophage phenotype (Gomez *et al*. [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Allahverdian *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Feil *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). The ability of contractile SMCs to dedifferentiate into a synthetic, migratory phenotype (known as phenotypic modulation) is unusual amongst differentiated cells and is thought to underlie vascular remodelling in atherosclerosis. However, the extent and even the existence of phenotypic modulation has recently been questioned (Holifield *et al*. [1996](#tjp7415-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Tang *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Nguyen *et al*. [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}).

Many lines of evidence support the existence of phenotypic modulation though the data is indirect. For example, in arterial injury models, early ultrastructural studies showed cells that resemble SMCs in the fenestrae of the internal elastic lamina (Stemerman & Ross, [1972](#tjp7415-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}; Clowes *et al*. [1983](#tjp7415-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}), observations interpreted as evidence that SMCs were migrating from the media to the intima. More recently lineage tracing approaches have been used to study the origin of cells populating atherosclerotic plaques (Bennett *et al*. [2016](#tjp7415-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). For instance, floxed LacZ reporter (encoding bacterial β‐galactosidase) apoE−/− mice with a tamoxifen‐inducible Cre recombinase knocked into one of the gene alleles of SM22α showed β‐galactosidase‐positive cells within plaques, evidence consistent with migration of SMCs to the plaque (Feil *et al*. [2004](#tjp7415-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). Also using lineage tracing techniques, the SMC in atherosclerotic plaques were found to take on macrophage‐like features (Feil *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Shankman *et al*. [2015](#tjp7415-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), whilst by co‐staining 40% of the CD68‐positive cells in human coronary atherosclerosis expressed SMA (Allahverdian *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). These findings are each supportive of the existence of phenotypic modulation. On the other hand, in other lineage tracing studies using smooth muscle myosin heavy chain (SM‐MHC)‐Cre/LoxP‐enhanced green fluorescence protein (EGFP) mice, proliferative or synthetic SMCs were reported not to arise from the de‐differentiation of mature SMCs (Tang *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}).

However, perhaps the major body of experimental work on phenotypic plasticity comes from studies in cultured cells, with extrapolation of these findings to processes that might occur during disease. Primary SMC cultures are either created from cells enzymatically dissociated from SM tissue or by the 'explant method', where an intact vessel is placed in culture and SMCs are assumed to grow out of the vessel wall. The cells derived from each of these methods are both migratory and proliferative -- features consistent with phenotypic modulation.

Cultured SMCs, those cells identified in plaques and indeed cells tracked in linage tracing experiments are assumed to be derived from SM because of the markers expressed. Distinguishing the fully differentiated contractile phenotype of SM is relatively straightforward. Contractile SMCs have a highly elongated morphology, contract in response to neurotransmitters and hormones and express specific contractile proteins, notably SM‐MHC (Madsen *et al*. [1998](#tjp7415-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Sartore *et al*. [1999](#tjp7415-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Campbell & Campbell, [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). On the other hand, the migratory phenotype is more poorly defined. In routine experimental practice, SMCs are identified by immunofluorescence using SM markers. SM‐MHC, the most specific SM marker, is not usually found in SMC cultures, its absence assumed to be a result of de‐differentiation. Instead, SMA and SM22α are probably the most widely used markers of the proliferative/migratory SM phenotype. However, SMA and SM22α are also expressed in many other non‐SMCs including endothelial cells (ECs), fibroblasts, monocytes and macrophage (Shapland *et al*. [1988](#tjp7415-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Arciniegas *et al*. [1992](#tjp7415-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Basson *et al*. [1992](#tjp7415-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Moroianu *et al*. [1993](#tjp7415-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Sartore *et al*. [2001](#tjp7415-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Martin *et al*. [2009](#tjp7415-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Ludin *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Shen *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Karagianni *et al*. [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), raising significant uncertainties over cell sources.

The uncertainty is emphasised by previous findings that the bulk of growth in vascular disease (e.g. pathological lesions in atherosclerosis, restenosis and hypertension in humans, as well as neointimal thickening in injured vessels of experimental animals) is composed of cells with non‐muscle‐like characteristics (Glukhova *et al*. [1988](#tjp7415-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Campbell & Campbell, [1990](#tjp7415-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Leclerc *et al*. [1992](#tjp7415-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Pauletto *et al*. [1994](#tjp7415-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). These cells had been thought to be SMCs which altered their protein expression during phenotypic modulation. However, cells derived from the vascular wall other than SMCs (e.g. progenitor cells) may be involved in plaque growth (Bochaton‐Piallat *et al*. [1996](#tjp7415-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Holifield *et al*. [1996](#tjp7415-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Z. Li *et al*. [1997](#tjp7415-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, S. Li *et al*. [2001](#tjp7415-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Hao *et al*. [2002](#tjp7415-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; reviewed by Wang *et al*. [2015](#tjp7415-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}) and SMCs have been reported to be incapable of altering phenotype either *in vitro* or *in vivo* (Holifield *et al*. [1996](#tjp7415-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Tang *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}), with the proposal that all cells studied in culture are derived from sources other than SM (Tang *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}).

The ability of SM to undergo phenotypic modulation, including adopting macrophage‐like characteristics, has significant implications for our understanding of atherosclerosis and plaque development. However, ongoing doubts and potential confusion in the identity of the cells weakens confidence in the proposal. Therefore, in this study we sought to directly demonstrate whether or not fully differentiated, contractile SMCs are capable of undergoing phenotypic modulation and taking on a macrophage‐like phenotype. To provide an unambiguous, direct demonstration of resulting phenotypic changes, we established high‐resolution, simultaneous phase contrast/fluorescence time‐lapse microscopy to track in detail the fate of individual, freshly isolated, fully differentiated SMCs. Unambiguously identified SMCs from four very different sources (carotid artery (CA); descending aorta; portal vein (PV); distal colon), including two (CA and aorta) that are common sites of atherosclerosis, were used to determine whether SMCs from different tissues underwent the same phenotypic modulation process. The SMCs were imaged continuously during their first days in standard, widely used culture conditions. Freshly dissociated SMCs are readily identified by their unique elongated spindle‐shape and their pronounced contractile responses to phenylephrine (PE; vascular) or carbachol (CCh; gastrointestinal). Their distinctive morphology (there are no other cells with this morphology in the isolate) and functional properties provide an unequivocal identification of SM. In previous work, we have established that these elongated cells, which stain for SM‐MHC, exhibit the electrical and contractile behaviour expected from SMCs (McCarron & Muir, [1999](#tjp7415-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Rainbow *et al*. [2009](#tjp7415-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Olson *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). Only cells unambiguously identified as SMCs were tracked in the present study. The results provide definitive evidence that fully contractile SMCs can rapidly undergo phenotypic modulation. The resulting migratory SMCs are highly dynamic and may directly communicate with nearby cells. Significantly, we also show that migratory SMCs display clear phagocytic behaviour, including the ability to phagocytosis cell fragments and fluorescent microbeads. These results suggest that SMC phenotypic plasticity exists and SM could potentially behave as a resident vascular macrophage.

Methods {#tjp7415-sec-0040}
=======

Ethical approval {#tjp7415-sec-0050}
----------------

All experiments were carried out on freshly dissected tissue from animals not subject to any other treatments. Killing was in accordance with UK regulations (Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, revised under European Directive 2010/63/EU). Male Sprague‐Dawley rats or Dunkin Harley guinea‐pigs were killed by trained technicians with an intraperitoneal overdose of sodium pentobarbital (Euthatal, 200 mg kg^−1^).

Materials and solutions {#tjp7415-sec-0060}
-----------------------

Unless otherwise noted, all reagents were purchased from Sigma‐Aldrich (Dorset, UK). Cell culture media was obtained from Life Technologies (Paisley, UK), as were Fluo4‐AM, 1.0 μm yellow‐green fluorescent polystyrene microspheres, AlexaFluor488‐labelled acetylated low‐density lipoprotein (AcLDL), tetramethylrhodamine (TMRE) and CellLight Histone 2B‐GFP. The enzymes used for cell isolation were collagenase Type F (Sigma Aldrich), collagenase Type 3 (Worthington, NJ, USA), papain (Worthington) and hyaluronidase (Sigma Aldrich). Cell culture dishes with gridded glass (Grid‐500 μDish), hydrophilic plastic (ibiTreat) and collagen IV coated substrates were purchased from Ibidi (Germany). The antibodies used for immunocytochemistry were: mouse anti‐SMA‐Cy3 (C6198, Sigma‐Aldrich), goat anti‐SM‐MHC (MYH11) (sc‐79079, Santa Cruz, TX), mouse anti‐CD68 (ab955, AbCam, UK), sheep anti‐von Willebrand Factor‐FITC (ab8822, AbCam), donkey anti‐goat‐AlexaFluor488 (A11055, Life Technologies) and donkey anti‐mouse‐AlexaFluor555 (A31570, Life Technologies).

The buffers used were: Mops (145 m[m]{.smallcaps} sodium chloride, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} MOPS, 4.7 m[m]{.smallcaps} potassium chloride, 1.2 m[m]{.smallcaps} monosodium phosphate, 5 m[m]{.smallcaps} glucose, 0.02 m[m]{.smallcaps} EDTA, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} sodium pyruvate, 1.2 m[m]{.smallcaps} magnesium chloride, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} calcium chloride, pH 7.4); isolation buffer, with or without 2 mg ml^−1^ fatty acid free bovine serum albumin (BSA) (80 m[m]{.smallcaps} sodium glutamate, 55 m[m]{.smallcaps} sodium chloride, 6 m[m]{.smallcaps} potassium chloride, 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} glucose, 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} Hepes, 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} magnesium chloride, 0.1 m[m]{.smallcaps} calcium chloride, 0.2 m[m]{.smallcaps} EDTA, pH 7.4); and bath solution (80 m[m]{.smallcaps} sodium glutamate, 40 m[m]{.smallcaps} sodium chloride, 20 m[m]{.smallcaps} tetraethylammonium chloride, 1.1 m[m]{.smallcaps} magnesium chloride, 3 m[m]{.smallcaps} calcium chloride, 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} Hepes, 30 m[m]{.smallcaps} glucose, pH 7.4).

Cell isolation {#tjp7415-sec-0070}
--------------

Tissues were removed from male guinea‐pigs (∼500 g) and rats (250--300 g) and were immediately placed into Mops buffer. SMCs were freshly isolated from the media/muscularis of PV, CA, distal colon and descending aorta using methods similar to those previously reported (Kamishima & McCarron, [1998](#tjp7415-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Bradley *et al*. [2003](#tjp7415-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Chalmers *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}).

To prepare PV tissue, the adventitia and surrounding connective tissue were carefully cut away under a dissecting microscope and the vessel denuded of endothelium. However, it was not possible to fully remove the adventitia from CA by dissection alone. Instead, similar to Gonzalez *et al*. ([2001](#tjp7415-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), an intact CA (tied off at the ends) was incubated for 30 min at 37°C in 2 mg ml^−1^ Type 3 collagenase. The adventitia could then be readily removed from the vessel using two pairs of fine tweezers to pull the adventitia away from the vessel, which was then cut open and denuded of endothelium. The aorta was prepared similarly but with a 50 min collagenase incubation. Colonic tissue was prepared by opening and pinning out the colon, first cutting away the mucosa before turning the tissue and carefully removing the serosa.

SMCs were isolated from the prepared tissue by enzymatic digestion and trituration. All digestions were at 34.5°C, with enzymes diluted in BSA‐containing isolation buffer and the tissues washed with the same buffer after each enzyme incubation. PV tissue was incubated in 2.2 mg ml^−1^ Type F collagenase with 1.0 mg ml^−1^ hylauronidase for 15 min followed by 1.7 mg ml^−1^ papain with 0.7 mg ml^−1^ dithioerythritol for 15 min. CA and aortic tissues were incubated similarly but for 30 min in each solution. Colon tissue was incubated first in 1.0 mg ml^−1^ papain with 0.7 mg ml^−1^ dithioerythritol for 25 min and secondly in 2.5 mg ml^−1^ Type 3 collagenase for 25 min. To release SMCs, tissue was washed three times with sterile BSA‐free isolation buffer and triturated in a sterile environment with fire‐polished glass pipettes.

Macrophages were isolated from the peritoneal cavity by cutting away the abdominal skin to expose the peritoneal wall. Ice‐cold, sterile PBS was then injected into the cavity until the abdomen inflated, and the abdomen massaged for ∼2 min. A small incision was then made in the peritoneal wall and the peritoneal fluid aspirated with a Pasteur pipette. An aliquot of the collected cells was left to settle in glass‐bottomed dish at 4°C before fixing and staining.

Cell culture {#tjp7415-sec-0080}
------------

Freshly isolated SMCs were seeded (∼5 × 10^4^ cells) into a gridded glass chamber and were cultured in 1:1 Waymouth\'s:Ham\'s F‐12 media containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) with 1% penicillin--streptomycin and 1% [l]{.smallcaps}‐glutamine at 37°C in 5% CO~2~ and 80% humidity. For tracking bead uptake, 1 μm yellow‐green fluorescent polystyrene microspheres were washed three times in media, opsonised in 50% FBS for 30 min at 37°C and added to the culture media to give a concentration of 1--2 × 10^6^ beads ml^−1^. Before assessing bead uptake, cells were washed three times to remove any loosely bound beads. AlexaFluor488‐labelled AcLDL was added to cultures at 10 μg ml^−1^, whilst TMRE was used at a 20 n[m]{.smallcaps} and CellLight Histone 2B‐GFP at ∼25 particles per cell.

When the contractility of individual SMCs was first confirmed prior to culturing, SMCs were loaded into a culture dish in either bath solution or serum‐free media and left to settle. An InsP~3~‐generating agonist was then puffed (see below) onto the SMCs of interest. After allowing the SMCs to relax, serum‐containing media was washed into the dish (when using buffer) or an aliquot of serum pipetted into the dish (when using serum‐free media) and recording and incubation then proceeded as normal. As the dish was exposed to the room environment during puffing, to ensure sterility extra media changes were carried out (typically around 1--3 h and 24 h after starting culturing) and the media then changed every 2--3 days as normal.

Microscopy and image analysis {#tjp7415-sec-0090}
-----------------------------

To track SMC fate, a customised wide‐field fluorescence with simultaneous phase contrast imaging system was used. This was based around an inverted Ti‐E microscope with Perfect Focus System (Nikon, UK) to correct for focus drift during long‐term imaging and was equipped with a pE100 white LED light source (CoolLED, UK) for bright‐field/phase contrast imaging, a DeltaRAM X monochromator with 75 W xenon lamp for fluorescence imaging (Photon Technology International, UK) and an iXon888 EMCCD camera (Andor, Northern Ireland) for image capture. A microscope stage‐top incubator (Okolab, Italy) was used to maintain the cells at 37°C and 5% CO~2~.

The system allowed for the acquisition of simultaneous bright‐field/multiwavelength fluorescence time‐lapse imaging and was controlled by WinFluor software (Strathclyde Imaging Software, UK), adapted to allow either continuous time‐lapse or time‐lapse interspersed with rapid bursts recording modes. Images were captured every 30 s during time‐lapse recordings and with a frame rate of 5--10 Hz for bursts. For 3D reconstruction microscopy, *z*‐stacks (100 nm step size) were acquired using a P‐725 PIFOC Long‐Travel Objective Scanner and E‐665 Piezo Amplifier/Servo Controller (Physik Instrumente, Germany) mounted on a TE2000 microscope (Nikon) controlled by WinFluor.

All image processing was carried out using Image‐Pro Analyser 7.0 with SharpStack Plus deconvolution plug‐in (Media Cybernetics, MD, USA). For relative quantitation of antibody staining, all samples were imaged at the same time using the same the recording conditions and images processed using the same operations. Only healthy, non‐overlapping cells were measured and the focal plane was adjusted to the maximum intensity for the SMC being imaged (freshly isolated SMCs being relatively deep, with a diameter of 5--10 μm). Images were background and flat‐field corrected and filtered with a 3 × 3 median filter (to minimise the contribution of any spurious high intensity pixels). The maximum intensity was then measured for each SMC.

Bead uptake quantification {#tjp7415-sec-0100}
--------------------------

Bead uptake in aortic SMCs was assessed by culturing SMCs from adventitia‐stripped vessels in a gridded chamber for 1 week. Opsonised fluorescent microbeads were then added to give 4 × 10^6^ beads ml^−1^ and the cultures incubated for a further 24 h, before washing three times to remove any loosely bound beads prior to fixing. Images of individual grid squares were acquired (\>7 squares per culture, all squares with a confluency of \<50%) and the total number of beads taken up by each individual SMC imaged was counted (\>150 cells for each culture; 3 cultures each from different animals).

Ca^2+^ imaging and agonist application {#tjp7415-sec-0110}
--------------------------------------

For fluorescent Ca^2+^ imaging, cells were loaded with 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} Fluo4‐AM (Life Technologies, UK) and washed before imaging in either bath solution or media supplemented with CaCl~2~ (3 m[m]{.smallcaps} total calcium). PE or CCh was puffed onto a cell (250--500 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, 5--10 s) via a pulled glass pipette using a hydrostatic pressure ejection PicoPump system (WPI, FL, USA). Platelet‐derived growth factor‐BB (PDGF‐BB) was applied similarly (200 n[m]{.smallcaps}). Relative changes in fluorescence intensity (*F*/*F* ~0~) were measured as the mean intensity of a region within the cell body normalised to the intensity measured prior to puffing/adding FBS.

Immunocytochemistry {#tjp7415-sec-0120}
-------------------

Cells were fixed in 10% formalin, quenched with 100 m[m]{.smallcaps} glycine, permeabilised with 0.1% Triton X‐100 and blocked using 2% BSA in PBS or 2% donkey serum when staining for SM‐MHC. Antibody incubations were at room temperature for 1 h.

Data analysis {#tjp7415-sec-0130}
-------------

Data analysis was performed in OriginPro9.0 and Minitab17. All values are quoted as means (standard deviation; sample size) except for data on marker expression, where values are quoted as medians with the range of 1st--3rd quartile values. A non‐parametric Mann‐Whitney test with *P* \< 0.05 was used for the latter to determine whether there was a statistical difference between native and cultured populations.

Results {#tjp7415-sec-0140}
=======

Fully contractile SMCs were isolated from the media/muscularis of freshly dissected tissue {#tjp7415-sec-0150}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cell isolations from the SM layer of CA, aorta, PV or colon from either rat or guinea‐pig contained highly elongated SMCs that stained strongly for both SM‐MHC and SMA (Figs [1](#tjp7415-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} *A--C* and [2](#tjp7415-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *A*). The cells were fully contractile in response to a pulse of InsP~3~ (inositol 1,4,5‐trisphosphate)‐generating agonists (PE or CCh), as shown in Figs [3](#tjp7415-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *A* and [8](#tjp7415-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} *A*, and Movies 1 and 7 in Supporting information. The cells also responded strongly to PDGF with varying forms of oscillatory fluctuations in cytoplasmic calcium concentration (\[Ca^2+^\]~c~) (Fig. [1](#tjp7415-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} *D*). The \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ changes resulting from a single short duration (5--10 s) puff of PDGF lasted long (\>5 min) after the stimulus had ended (Fig. [1](#tjp7415-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} *D*). However, with PV and colon, cell types other than SMC were also present in the isolations (Fig. [1](#tjp7415-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} *A*), even after careful removal of the adventitia/serosa and endothelium/mucosa. These cells were not SMCs -- they did not stain for any SM markers (Fig. [1](#tjp7415-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} *B*) -- and in culture they rapidly spread and became migratory. The presence of these non‐SMCs means that, to be certain the individual cells under observation were SMCs, continuous tracking from their native, elongated state was essential. In contrast to the results with PV and colon, when the adventitia was completely stripped from CA and aorta, using an additional enzymatic digestion step (based upon the method of Gonzalez *et al*. [2001](#tjp7415-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), the resulting cell isolations contained SMCs alone; all cells stained for SMA and SM‐MHC (Figs [1](#tjp7415-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} *Ca* and *c* and [2](#tjp7415-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *Aa*). When the adventitia was not fully removed from CA and aorta tissue (e.g. with mechanical dissection alone), cells other than SMCs were also found in the isolations (Figs [1](#tjp7415-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} *Cb* and [2](#tjp7415-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *Ab*).

![**Native SMCs**\
*A*, freshly isolated cell suspensions obtained from the tunica media of PV (*Aa*) and the muscularis externa of colon (*Ab*) guinea‐pig tissue showing the range of cell types present. *B*, SMA and SM‐MHC staining of freshly isolated SMCs, which have a unique highly elongated morphology, and round cells that are not of SM origin (*Ba* cells from PV; *Bb* cells from colon). *C*, freshly isolated cells from rat CA, both from vessels fully stripped of adventitia (*Ca, Cc*) and a vessel with adventitia remaining (*Cb*). In the later a number of cells that do not stain for SM markers were present (yellow circles); in the former all cells stained for both SMA and SM‐MHC, whether fully elongated or not. *D*, the highly oscillatory \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ response of a PV SMC (*Da*) to a single 10 s puff of PDGF‐BB as measured by changes in mean Fluo‐4 fluorescence for a region of interest within the cell body (*Db*, immediately before puffing, corresponding to the first grey arrow marked on the graph; *Dc*, corresponding to the initial peak following PDGF puffing, second grey arrow on graph). All scale bars are 25 μm.](TJP-594-6189-g001){#tjp7415-fig-0001}

![**Freshly isolated aortic SMCs and their phenotypic modulation**\
*A*, freshly isolated cells from the descending rat aorta stained for SMA. When the aortic tissue is fully stripped of adventitia and endothelium (*Aa*), all cells in the isolation stain for SM markers, even those with a more rounded morphology. In contrast, when the adventitia is not completely removed (*Ab*), non‐SM cells that do not stain for any SM markers are present (circled in yellow). *B*, a time sequence showing the change that a tracked aortic SMC (indicated by red arrow in initial frames) undergoes as it transforms in culture from its native, contractile state to a migratory phenotype. In this example the SMC became migratory from ∼65 h onwards. The times marked in the images (in hours and minutes) are the length of time in culture. All scale bars are 25 μm.](TJP-594-6189-g002){#tjp7415-fig-0002}

![**Phenotypic modulation of SMCs in culture**\
Time sequences showing the changes that SMCs isolated from colon (*A*), PV (*B*) and CA (*C*) undergo as they transform from their native, highly elongated phenotype (*Aa, Ba, Ca*) to a fully spread morphology typical of cultured cells (*Ad, Bd, Cf*). The SMCs are initially fully contractile, displaying strong InsP~3~‐evoked \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ signals as measured by Fluo‐4 fluorescence (*Ae--g* shows the \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ response from the native SMC tracked in *Aa--d*; *Ae*, before puffing CCh, corresponding to blue dot in *Ag*; *Af*, upon puffing CCh, red dot in *Ag*; *Ag*, relative change in measured fluorescence following two CCh puffs). In response to culture conditions, the SMCs rounded up fully (*Ab, Bb, Cd*) before starting to spread (*Ac, Bc, Ce*) outwards, either by putting out elongated processes or through lamellipodia spreading in all directions. CA cells often partially adhered to the substrate prior to rounding up (*Cb, Cc*). The sequences in this figure correspond to Movies 1--3 in Supporting information and the times marked in the images (in hours and minutes) are the length of time in culture. Scale bars 25 μm.](TJP-594-6189-g003){#tjp7415-fig-0003}

SMCs readily undergo phenotypic modulation following exposure to serum‐containing culture medium {#tjp7415-sec-0160}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Freshly isolated cells were seeded in a gridded glass chamber, so that the specific tracked cells could be easily identified following removal from the microscope (e.g. after media changes), and were cultured in media containing 10% FBS. Tracking of individual SMCs by time‐lapse microscopy began immediately after the addition of media. Under the standard culture conditions employed, all SMCs tracked by time‐lapse microscopy, irrespective of their tissue source, rapidly altered their phenotype when exposed to serum‐containing media. A consistent sequence of changes occurred, as illustrated in Figs [2](#tjp7415-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *B* and [3](#tjp7415-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Movies 1--3 in Supporting information. During the first few hours in culture, the initially elongated SMCs rounded up (Fig. [3](#tjp7415-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *Ab*, *Bb* and *Cd*), though significant tissue‐tissue and cell--cell variation was observed in timing. Not all the SMCs observed reached or survived beyond this stage, with apoptosis often occurring early in the transformation process (apoptosis was inferred from distinct changes observed when imaging in brightfield, such as cells becoming more transparent with less distinct cell boundaries, accompanied by noticeable blebbing and ultimately resulting in completely immobile cells). Apoptosis was particularly common in arterial cells, with only 10 of 67 tracked CA SMCs remaining viable after 72 h (an example of a cell undergoing apoptosis can be seen in Movie 3 in Supporting information alongside the tracked, viable cell). After remaining rounded for periods of time that varied from 2 h up to 3 days, the SMCs spread outwards either by extending narrow, elongated processes from small regions of the rounded cell body (Fig. [3](#tjp7415-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *Ac*) or by projecting lamellipodia outwards in all directions (Fig. [3](#tjp7415-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *Bc* and *Ce*).

Spontaneous contractions occur during phenotypic modulation in SMCs from PV and colon but not CA {#tjp7415-sec-0170}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As they began to spread, all tracked SMCs from PV and colon underwent a period of spontaneous, repetitive contractions (Movie 4 in Supporting information). Typically, these contractions occurred over a period of 12--24 h as the cell spread outwards over the substrate and reached a maximum of 10 (0.6; *n* = 4) 'beats' per minute. These contractions were accompanied by spontaneous oscillations in \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ (Fig. [4](#tjp7415-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} *A* and *B*). In most cases the contraction rate decreased after reaching its maximum value but on occasion, instead of the rate diminishing, the strength of the contractions progressively weakened whilst the rate increased until the contractions faded away (Fig. [4](#tjp7415-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} *C*, Movie 4 in Supporting information). Interestingly, SMCs isolated from CA and aorta were not observed to undergo this sustained period of repetitive contractions. Nor did oscillations in \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ occur when the SMCs were fully round (Fig. [4](#tjp7415-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} *Bd*): whilst strong fluctuations were observed after initial exposure to serum and continued as the cell began to round up (Fig. [4](#tjp7415-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} *D*), \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ stabilised as the cell became fully round.

![**Repetitive contractions and \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ oscillations observed during phenotypic modulation**\
*A*, a PV SMC that displayed spontaneous contractions 48 h after being placed into culture (*Aa*, brightfield; *Ab* Fluo‐4 fluorescence). Spontaneous contractions were accompanied by oscillations in \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ (*B*), with varying spatiotemporal signals throughout the cell (*Ba--c* correspond to the mean Fluo‐4 intensity measured in the regions highlighted in *Aa*). Spontaneous \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ oscillations were not observed for fully rounded cells (*Ac*, brightfield; *Ad*, Fluo‐4, *Cd*, mean whole‐cell fluorescence). *C*, spontaneous contractions can be monitored by measuring the changing intensity of a region on a phase contrast recording as adjacent dark and light subcellular areas moves into and out of the region during contraction. Examples of traces from the same cell at two different times (green intensity trace corresponds to region marked by the red dot in *Ca*; blue trace to the red dot in *Cb*; arrowheads above the traces mark the approximate time of individual contractions) which, after reaching a maximum rate of ∼11 'beats' per minute for strong contractions (green), showed a decrease in contraction strength but an increase in contraction rate (blue). *D*, strong \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ fluctuations were observed during the initial transition from an elongated contractile cell to a rounded cell (fluctuating mean whole‐cell \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ levels during the first 2 h in culture; inserts *Da* and *Db* show the PV SMC morphology at the beginning and end of the trace, respectively). The spontaneous contractions described in *A--C* can be seen in Movie 4 in Supporting information. Scale bars are 25 μm.](TJP-594-6189-g004){#tjp7415-fig-0004}

Modulated SMCs are highly dynamic and actively involved in direct communication with nearby cells {#tjp7415-sec-0180}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After spreading fully, the SMCs displayed a completely transformed morphology (Figs [2](#tjp7415-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *B* and [3](#tjp7415-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *Ad*, *Bd*, *Cf*) and became highly dynamic. The overall phenotypic modulation process was similar whether the SMCs were cultured on glass coverslips, tissue culture plastic or collagen IV‐coated substrates, as well as when using different culture media (1:1 Ham\'s F‐12:Waymouth\'s, DMEM or 1:1 DMEM:Ham\'s F‐12, data not shown). Nearly all the tracked SMCs became motile, exploring nearby regions of the substrate (Fig. [5](#tjp7415-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, Movie 5 in Supporting information) with a typical mean velocity of 0.5 (0.1; *n* = 4) μm min^−1^ for colon cells. PV cells was slightly slower at 0.4 μm min^−1^. These speeds are similar to that reported for fibroblasts. Motion tracking was performed using the fluorescent signal obtained from nuclear labelling by transduction with the Histone 2B‐GFP CellLight reagent. SMCs only expressed such fluorescent fusion proteins after they had spread (even when the reagent was added to the culture media at the outset).

![**Tracking the movement of a motile SMC**\
The motion of a colonic SMC over a 3 day period tracked via the signal obtained from its fluorescently labelled nucleus. Images *i* (inset shows Histone 2B‐GFP) and *ii* correspond to the cell at the positions marked on the motion track by black dots (blue outline in *ii* shows cell position in *i*). Automated tracking was performed using Image Pro Analyser and the size of the overlaid bubbles on the motion track corresponds to the instantaneous speed of the cell, with the colour mapped to the speed scale bar. This image corresponds to Movie 5 in Supporting information.](TJP-594-6189-g005){#tjp7415-fig-0005}

The migratory SMCs displayed highly dynamic cell--cell communication behaviours involving the exchange of cellular material. Two types of communication occurred. First, they were observed forming long, fine cellular processes (so‐called tunnelling nanotubes) that formed direct connections with other nearby cells (Fig. [6](#tjp7415-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *A*). Secondly, they frequently extruded cellular fragments (Fig. [6](#tjp7415-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *B*), typically shedding 1--10 μm sized extracellular bodies, but occasionally pinching off larger microplast‐like structures (Fig. [6](#tjp7415-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *C*). These extracellular bodies, which may contain various cellular components including mitochondria (as in Fig. [6](#tjp7415-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *C*), could subsequently interact with or be ingested by a nearby cell. Even those few cells that did not move significantly from their initially spreading point still displayed these highly dynamic forms of communication.

![**Cell‐cell communication in modulated SMCs**\
*A*, an example of a TNT‐like structure (white arrow) connecting a tracked PV SMC (red arrow) to a nearby non‐SMC (blue arrow). *B* (102h53--106h07), a subcellular structure (yellow arrow, 102h53) extruded by a tracked colonic SMC (red arrow). This extruded structure subsequently interacts with the daughter cell of a nearby dividing cell (blue arrow). The white dot in the first image (102h53) corresponds to the centre of the 103h44 image, which shows one of the cells interacting with the extruded structure. The extruded structure subsequently fragments into two parts (yellow arrows 104h18). After this fragmentation, the daughter cell casts off both fragments (106h07, where the larger fragment remains connected to the cell by a TNT‐like structure) before it migrates onwards. The larger of the two fragments is eventually engulfed by another cell. A second example of a SMC TNT can also be seen at 104h18 (white arrow). *C*, an example of extrusion from a tracked colonic SMC (red arrow) of a larger, microplast‐like cell fragment (yellow arrow). The fluorescent images show mitochondrial staining with TMRE and demonstrate that the extruded fragment contains a number of polarised mitochondria. The SMC did not round up prior to pinching off this cellular fragment; rather it underwent a series of strong contractions. Following extrusion, no overall movement of the fragment was observed during the following 56 h, after which the fragment was picked up and carried off by another cell. All scale bars are 25 μm.](TJP-594-6189-g006){#tjp7415-fig-0006}

As SMCs become motile there is a concomitant loss of response to some InsP~3~‐generating agonists {#tjp7415-sec-0190}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether the gain of dynamic cell behaviours is associated with a remodelling of Ca^2+^ signalling processes, the ability of SMCs to respond to InsP~3~‐generating agonists with a rise in \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ was measured over their first few days in culture as the cells underwent phenotypic modulation. PE was puffed daily onto individual PV SMCs from days 2--6 in culture and the resulting changes in \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ measured fluorescently (Fig. [7](#tjp7415-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). After 47 h in culture, 75% of the SMCs tested responded with a clear change in \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ that was significantly larger than any of the aforementioned spontaneous oscillations (as seen in Fig. [7](#tjp7415-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} *A*). At this time point (47 h), 67% of the cells responding also contracted strongly in response to the PE puff (with significantly stronger contractions than the spontaneously occurring ones).

![**Loss of response to the InsP~3~‐generating agonist PE as PV SMCs undergo phenotypic modulation**\
Changes in \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ in response to PE puffing were measured by relative changes in Fluo‐4 fluorescence for PV SMCs that were maintained in culture conditions for 2--6 days. *A*, example traces showing a strong \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ response to PE obtained from two PV SMCs after 47 h in culture (inset images are brightfield and Fluo‐4 fluorescence). Responses declined from day 3 onwards (*B*) along with a decrease in the overall percentage of cells responding to PE (*C*). Cells were counted as a 'responder' if an increase in *F*/*F* ~0~ of \> 1.1 occurred. Fluorescence intensity values were measured from a circular region of interest within the cell body (with an expanded region of interest to account for cell contraction where necessary). The traces shown for 47 h and 119 h correspond to the cells in Movie 6 in Supporting information.](TJP-594-6189-g007){#tjp7415-fig-0007}

This ability of the SMCs to contract in response to PE was largely lost from day 3 onwards, with only one cell observed to contract after day 2 (see Movie 6 in Supporting information) and then with a slower contraction and \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ rise and a lower peak \[Ca^2+^\]~c~. Similarly, from day 3 onwards (Fig. [7](#tjp7415-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} *B*) there was a steady decline in the number of SMCs responding with an increase in \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ (Fig. [7](#tjp7415-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} *C*) and peak \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ amplitudes were noticeably lower than those obtained on day 2 (whilst peak *F*/*F* ~0~ values were ≥1.6 for 58% of SMCs on day 2, all cells from day 3 onward had peak values ≤1.4). By day 6, the response to PE was completely lost, with no SMCs responding. Similar results were obtained with cultured colon SMCs when puffing the InsP~3~‐generating agonist CCh (data not shown).

Fully contractile SMCs can rapidly remodel into a cell capable of phagocytosis {#tjp7415-sec-0200}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After undergoing phenotypic modulation, tracked SMCs from all three tissue sources were frequently observed phagocytosing extracellular debris, a radical change in functional behaviour of the cell. An example of this can be seen in Movie 5 in Supporting information, in which a tracked colonic SMC can be seen to engulf a large fragment of cellular debris. Another example of the phagocytosis of extracellular debris can be seen in Movie 2 in Supporting information. Phagocytosis can even occur early in the phenotypic modulation process. Figure [8](#tjp7415-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} *A* and Movie 7 in Supporting information show a PV cell whose contractility was first confirmed by PE puffing before the same cell was tracked during its first days in culture. After just 48 h, the recently contractile SMC phagocytosed a nearby cell that had undergone apoptosis. This was not an isolated behaviour; the majority of SMCs tracked appeared to phagocytose extracellular material.

![**Phagocytic behaviour of tracked PV SMCs**\
*A*, a PV SMC that contracted in response to PE puffing (compare cell length in Before and After PE images, yellow line in latter being cell mid‐line from Before PE) was tracked continuously as it transformed in culture (length of time in culture is noted in each image, SMC tracked is marked by red arrow). A cell that was not a SMC but was also isolated from the media layer was present in the field of view (blue arrow). The non‐SMC initially spread and migrated before re‐rounding (upper row images). Around 38 h the non‐SMC (circled in blue in the middle row) underwent apoptosis (cell became immobile, with signs of blebbing and a rapid change in cell contrast), shortly after which it was engulfed by the spreading SMC (48h09--48h24). This phagocytosis event can be seen in more detail in Movie 7 in Supporting information. *B*, the uptake of fluorescent microbeads by modulated PV SMCs. Two freshly isolated PV cells (*Ba* and *Bb*) were tracked after being placed into culture. Both SMCs spread, became motile and began to engulf extracellular debris, with the cell in *Ba* dividing at 72 h (daughter cells are indicated by the white arrows pointing towards A in *Bc*; cell *Bb* corresponds to B in *Bc*). Fluorescent microbeads were introduced into the culture at 98 h and the SMCs appeared to internalise microbeads from ∼101 h onwards, after which they were washed, fixed and stained (at 118h30). *Bc* shows the microbead fluorescence (green, beads indicated by green arrows) overlaid on a phase contrast image of the fixed cells. *Bd* shows the SMA staining corresponding to *Bc* (there is a cell in the field of view that is not of SM origin and does not stain for SMA). *C*, image planes from a deconvolved *z*‐stack (microbeads in green, SMA in red), corresponding to the area marked by the dotted box in *Bd*, show that the bead was in the same focal plane as the inner actin filaments, confirming its internalisation (*Ca*, the *x--y* plane corresponding to the centre of the microbead; *Cb*, an *x--z* maximum intensity projection). All scale bars are 25 μm.](TJP-594-6189-g008){#tjp7415-fig-0008}

To better quantify the phagocytic behaviour and to confirm that SMCs were truly internalising foreign material, opsonised 1.1 μm diameter fluorescent microbeads were introduced into cultures; the uptake of microbeads being a standard assay for macrophages. Firstly, microbeads were introduced into cultures with motile SMCs that had been tracked continuously from their native state. By fixing the SMCs following microbead phagocytosis (Fig. [8](#tjp7415-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} *B* and Movie 8 in Supporting information, which shows examples of bead uptake) and performing 3D reconstruction microscopy on the fixed SMA‐stained cells, microbead internalisation was confirmed. (SMA staining was used to identify intracellular focal planes; beads in the same focal planes are therefore intracellular. It was not used for SMC identification, as the SMCs had been tracked continuously from their native state.) The colon SMC bead phagocytosis in Movie 8 in Supporting information (which also shows bead phagocytosis by a PV SMC) is a continuation of the tracking in Fig. [3](#tjp7415-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *A* and Movie 2 in Supporting information where SMC contractility was initially confirmed by CCh puffing. Together these results demonstrate that a fully differentiated SMC can indeed adopt a phagocytic phenotype. Secondly, to quantify uptake, microbeads were added to SM cultures from adventitia‐stripped aorta. As discussed above, these isolations contain only SMCs (Fig. [2](#tjp7415-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *A*), allowing for the analysis of larger numbers of SMCs without tracking. After a 24 h incubation and following thorough washing, imaging of the cultures (Fig. [9](#tjp7415-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} *A*) showed that 70% (18%; *n* = 3 animals, \>150 cells per culture) of SMCs had phagocytosed ≥1 microbead, with 19% (9%) having taken up ≥5 microbeads and 2.7% (0.9%) ≥18 microbeads. Occasionally, a SMC phagocytosed very large numbers of beads (Fig. [9](#tjp7415-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} *Ab*), which it clustered around the perinuclear region.

![**AcLDL uptake and SM marker expression in native and cultured SMCs**\
*A*, examples of aortic SMCs phagocytosing microbeads. In *Aa* almost all SMCs have phagocytosed ≥1 bead (bead fluorescence on right), with some cells having phagocytosed ≥15 beads, converging them in the region around the nucleus (white arrows). Occasionally, SMCs internalised very large numbers of beads (*Ab*, \> 180 beads; beads yellow, SMA red, nucleus green). *B*, ECs readily took up AcLDL (the images in *B* correspond to Movie 9 in Supporting information). *Ba* shows a tracked patch of ECs marked by the dotted line, although some endothelial cells have broken away from the main patch (EC patch in its native state shown in the inset). The fluorescent image (right side) shows clear AlexaFluor488‐AcLDL uptake. However, SMCs in the same culture did not take up AcLDL (*Bb* and *Bc* show tracked SMCs, indicated by white arrows with the fluorescent intensity range the same as in *Aa* and insets showing the SMCs when freshly isolated). *C*, SMA expression in freshly isolated SMCs (*Ca*) was significantly higher (*P* \< 0.05) than in SMCs cultured for 1 week (*Cb*, the fluorescence image has the same intensity range as *Ca*). The histogram (*C*, right panel) shows summarised data from the measured maximum intensities of 119 native cells and 75 cultured cells (imaged at same time with the same settings and all images median filtered), with the intensity being normalised to the median value for the native cells and the frequency to the total number of cells. *D*, in contrast, SM‐MHC fluorescence was not reduced (*Da* native, *Db* cultured), as shown in the histogram (*D*, left‐panel; data was processed as in *C* for 94 native cells and 72 cultured cells). Note the decrease in the quartile range from native to 1 week and the presence of strongly stained cells in *Da* that are not present in *Db*. All scale bars are 25 μm.](TJP-594-6189-g009){#tjp7415-fig-0009}

Modulated macrophage‐like SMCs do not stain for macrophage markers or take up AcLDL but do show lower levels of SMA expression {#tjp7415-sec-0210}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Despite the macrophage‐like phagocytic activity, no clear staining for the classic macrophage marker CD68 was observed in any of the tracked SMCs that were stained, whether from aorta, CA, PV or colon (any fluorescence after staining for CD68 was highly diffuse and around background levels). CD68 antibody reactivity and specificity was confirmed by staining freshly isolated peritoneal cavity macrophages (supporting information for review purposes). Neither was there evidence of staining for the macrophage marker F4/80 when SMCs isolated from mouse colon were studied. Nor did SMCs take up fluorescently labelled AcLDL following phenotypic modulation (Fig. [9](#tjp7415-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} *B*). In contrast, patches of ECs tracked from the fully differentiated cell type accumulated AcLDL readily (Fig. [9](#tjp7415-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} *B* and Movie 9 in Supporting information; EC identification was carried out by von Willebrand factor staining, Supporting Information for review purposes).

When freshly isolated CA SMCs and SMCs that had been in culture for 1 week were stained for SMA (Fig. [9](#tjp7415-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} *C*), a significant decrease (*P* \< 0.05 Mann‐Whitney) in SMA expression was observed when compared to native cells (normalised to native cells, median SMA intensity was 0.19 with range 0.15--0.29). This is consistent with the literature (Campbell *et al*. [1989](#tjp7415-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Despite this decrease, cultured SMCs still showed clear SMA staining with distinct stress fibres. In comparison, tracked cells not of SM origin showed weak to no staining after several days in culture (e.g. Fig. [8](#tjp7415-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} *Bc* and *d*). Interestingly SM‐MHC expression (Fig. [9](#tjp7415-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} *D*) did not decrease after 1 week in culture and there was rather a small increase (*P* \< 0.05 Mann‐Whitney) in fluorescence (normalised to native cells, median SM‐MHC intensity was 1.36 with range 1.19--1.52). However, with native SMCs there was a large range of SM‐MHC fluorescence levels which included SMCs with high levels of SM‐MHC expression. These high levels were not present after 1 week and the interquartile range was reduced (Fig. [9](#tjp7415-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} *D*).

Discussion {#tjp7415-sec-0220}
==========

Macrophage and SMCs are widely believed to contribute to the formation of neointimal plaques in atherosclerosis. However, in atherosclerotic plaques, those cells classified as macrophage and 'foam cells' (lipid‐laden macrophage) may also express SMA and SM22α -- markers usually associated with SM (Mietus‐Snyder *et al*. [2000](#tjp7415-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Allahverdian *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). The observation that macrophage‐like cells express SM markers led to the proposal that SM itself may become a macrophage (Gomez *et al*. [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Allahverdian *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Feil *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Shankman *et al*. [2015](#tjp7415-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), with SM reprogramming from a contractile to a migratory cell in the process of phenotypic modulation. However, there is an absence of direct evidence for phenotypic modulation and monocyte‐derived macrophage may also express SMA and SM22α (Martin *et al*. [2009](#tjp7415-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}).

Rather than SM, several progenitor cell types derived from the vascular wall have also been proposed to underlie neointimal formation (Margariti *et al*. [2006](#tjp7415-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). In these proposals, fully differentiated SMCs may play no role in vascular remodelling and other (progenitor) cells in the vascular wall may be rapidly induced to express SM markers, e.g. SMA (Sainz *et al*. [2006](#tjp7415-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Tang *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). These progenitor cells may also give rise to cultures thought to derive from SM (Tang *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). A difficulty in unequivocally identifying the cells underlying plaque formation, and those cells studied in culture assumed to be SMCs, is ambiguity in the markers used to identify cells. Markers associated with SM may also be found in several other cell types (Shapland *et al*. [1988](#tjp7415-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Arciniegas *et al*. [1992](#tjp7415-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Basson *et al*. [1992](#tjp7415-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Moroianu *et al*. [1993](#tjp7415-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Sartore *et al*. [2001](#tjp7415-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Martin *et al*. [2009](#tjp7415-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Ludin *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Shen *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Karagianni *et al*. [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

To address the question of whether or not a fully differentiated contractile SMC may become a macrophage‐like cell we tracked the same native SMCs continuously, in prolonged time‐lapse imaging, to determine if phenotypic modulation giving rise to different functional behaviours occurred. The results show fully differentiated SMC convert readily from contractile to migratory phenotypes. The migratory SMCs were capable of significant phagocytosis, ingesting cell fragments and fluorescent microbeads. The migratory SMCs also communicated with nearby cells via the formation of tunnelling nanotubes and extrusion of microparticles. This substantial change in phenotype and function occurred over a remarkably short time frame (at least in these standard culture conditions) and SMCs began phagocytosing extracellular material as early as ∼48 h after induction, though typically 3--4 days where required. These results unambiguously establish that SMC are capable of reprogramming to a different functional behaviour.

In the present study, freshly isolated SMCs were relaxed and had low intracellular resting \[Ca^2+^\]~c~. In response to agonists, \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ increased and contraction occurred. In standard culture conditions in the presence of serum, the process of phenotypic modulation occurred following a consistent sequence of events: the SMCs first rounded up, before extending cellular processes, spreading fully then becoming migratory. Whilst spreading, small scale contractile activity (beating) occurred in PV and colon SMCs, but not in CA or aorta. For PV and colon, this beating may provide a useful identifying feature of SMCs in mixed cell populations.

Concomitant with spreading was the loss of response to the SMC agonists PE/CCh, with a steady decline in the number of cells exhibiting a Ca^2+^ response over the first few days in culture. By day 6, no cells responded. The contractile response disappeared even more quickly and was largely lost by day 3. This suggests either a change in intracellular Ca^2+^ handling mechanisms, significant receptor loss or both. Previous studies investigating bladder and colonic SMCs have reported significant receptor loss in cultured cells (Ennes *et al*. [1992](#tjp7415-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Bahadory *et al*. [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}), as well as a decrease in InsP~3~ production (Boselli *et al*. [2002](#tjp7415-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). Our results also showed a significant drop in the levels of SMA expressed after 1 week in culture, though clear SMA stress fibres were still apparent in the majority of cells. Unexpectedly, when SM‐MHC was quantified, there was no decrease in SM‐MHC staining after 1 week and a small but significant increase occurred. This may reflect the relatively slow turnover of the protein and it may be influenced by the survival of only a sub‐population of the starting native SMCs (as only around 15% of CA cells survived) which had widely varying levels of SM‐MHC expression.

Migratory SMCs showed the clear ability to phagocytose cellular fragments. To confirm that they were truly internalising extracellular material, they were provided with fluorescent beads. 3D imaging established that beads were internalised by migratory SMCs, whilst analysis of larger populations showed that the majority of SMCs demonstrated phagocytic activity and that a small percentage of cells could phagocytose large numbers of beads. This phagocytic activity displayed by the migratory SM appears similar to the functional activity of a macrophage cell. However, fibroblasts may also display phagocytic behaviour, and ingest IgG‐ or collagen‐coated microbeads (Arlein *et al*. [1998](#tjp7415-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Jiang & Grinnell, [2005](#tjp7415-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) and the migratory SMCs could instead be behaving as a phagocytic fibroblast‐like cell.

Macrophages are usually thought to be derived from monocytes but are now recognised to take on several forms (e.g. microglia, Kupffer cells and osteoclasts) and macrophage replenishment may occur by local macrophage proliferation (Robbins *et al*. [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). It is tempting to speculate that SM may have the capacity to act in a macrophage‐like role (Gomez *et al*. [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Allahverdian *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Feil *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). Several lines of evidence support this proposal. Cholesterol loading of cultured SMCs was found to suppress SM markers and activate macrophage markers (Rong *et al*. [2003](#tjp7415-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}) by downregulating miR‐143/145 (Vengrenyuk *et al*. [2015](#tjp7415-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). In lineage tracing experiments, using SM22α as a marker, medial SMCs were found to convert to macrophage‐like cells that have lost classic SMC marker expression (Feil *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). SMCs have also previously been reported to convert to a macrophage‐like phenotype that stained positive for macrophage markers such as CD36 and CD68 (Matsumoto *et al*. [2000](#tjp7415-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) or MAC‐2 (Feil *et al*. [2004](#tjp7415-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). However, unambiguous identification of the source cell type for those expressing SM and macrophage markers is problematic: macrophages (and monocytes) themselves may stain for SMα‐actin and SM22α (Ludin *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Shen *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}) and vascular non‐SMC may be induced to express SM markers (Tang *et al*. [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}), whilst there may be adventitial and medial progenitor cells giving rise to rapidly proliferating cells that express SM markers (reviewed by Wang *et al*. [2015](#tjp7415-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}).

In the present study, those SMCs showing phagocytic behaviour did not stain for CD68 or F4/80. Perhaps additional stimuli (e.g. cholesterol loading) are required to induce expression in our experimental conditions. It is interesting in this context that macrophage markers were not previously detected in cultured cells in the absence of cholesterol loading (Shankman *et al*. [2015](#tjp7415-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). It is also noteworthy that tracked SMCs in our study showed significant phagocytic activity in the complete absence of cholesterol loading; in other studies cholesterol loading was required to induce this macrophage‐like behaviour in cells maintained in culture (Rong *et al*. [2003](#tjp7415-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Shankman *et al*. [2015](#tjp7415-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Vengrenyuk *et al*. [2015](#tjp7415-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). This observation suggests that SMC could demonstrate phagocytic behaviour and macrophage‐like characteristics in the absence of conventional macrophage markers and of plaque forming stimuli like cholesterol.

The class AI/II scavenger receptors may participate in macrophage foam cell formation (Takahashi *et al*. [2002](#tjp7415-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). Class AI/II scavenger receptors in SMC may also contribute the uptake of LDL and in particular AcLDL (Li *et al*. [1995](#tjp7415-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). However, in the present study SMCs did not take up fluorescently labelled AcLDL following phenotypic modulation. In contrast, patches of ECs tracked from the fully differentiated cell type accumulated AcLDL readily.

When migratory, the phenotypically modulated SMCs made transient connections with other nearby cells, in the form of contacting processes or TNTs (long thin tubes of membrane forming cell‐cell connections). In other cell types, vesicles derived from various organelles (Kadiu & Gendelman, [2011](#tjp7415-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} *a*,*b*; Wang *et al*. [2011](#tjp7415-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}), or containing plasma membrane components (Rustom *et al*. [2004](#tjp7415-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}), cytoplasmic molecules, Ca^2+^ (Watkins & Salter, [2005](#tjp7415-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Smith *et al*. [2011](#tjp7415-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}), pathogens (bacteria (Onfelt *et al*. [2004](#tjp7415-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}), HIV particles (Sowinski *et al*. [2008](#tjp7415-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}) and prions (Gousset *et al*. [2009](#tjp7415-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"})) and mitochondria (Koyanagi *et al*. [2005](#tjp7415-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Davis & Sowinski, [2008](#tjp7415-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Gerdes & Carvalho, [2008](#tjp7415-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Abounit & Zurzolo, [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) have been reported as being transferred via TNTs. TNTs may also associate with gap junctions to permit electrical coupling among remote cells (Wang & Gerdes, [2012](#tjp7415-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) and may constitute a route of intercellular signalling during development, immune responses and regeneration processes. Our results suggest that TNTs may also be an important form of communication for phenotypically modified SMCs.

Migratory SMCs also transferred material via microparticle‐like structures in a process that was both frequent and rapid. The microparticles may include mitochondria. Transfer of material via microparticles is also a recognised regulator of cell‐to‐cell interactions (Ratajczak *et al*. [2006](#tjp7415-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} *b*) in several cell types (e.g. platelets, monocytes, ECs (Mause & Weber, [2010](#tjp7415-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Chaar *et al*. [2011](#tjp7415-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"})) including SM (Bobryshev *et al*. [2013](#tjp7415-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}) and may be a contributor to the pathogenesis of vascular disease. Indeed, microparticles derived from ECs may be diagnostic markers of EC dysfunction in vascular diseases (Boulanger, [2010](#tjp7415-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}) while microparticles from platelets may promote angiogenesis (Varon & Shai, [2009](#tjp7415-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). Microparticles can alter gene expression in target cells by transferring mRNA and miRNA (Ratajczak *et al*. [2006](#tjp7415-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} *a*). Significantly, the phenotypic development of stem cells can be controlled via microparticles (Ankrum *et al*. [2014](#tjp7415-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). Microparticle transfer may contribute similarly to cell phenotype development in vascular disease.

In this study we show that SMCs have the capability to undergo significant phenotypic modulation. Contractile SMCs were shown to rapidly develop new functional capabilities, which include the ability to migrate and to phagocytose foreign material, and it is tempting to speculate that SMCs may be a potential source of macrophages in vascular remodelling.
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**Movie 1**. Agonist‐induced contraction and subsequent phenotypic modulation of a colonic SMC. Corresponding to Fig. 3A (with the same length and \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ scales), this movie first shows a colonic SMC contracting in response to two puffs of CCh, with a strong \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ rise resulting from each puff (as shown in false colour on the right). After allowing the SMC to relax, the buffer in the culture dish was replaced with serum‐containing media and the same SMC was continuously tracked as it underwent phenotypic modulation, rounding up fully then extending elongated processes outwards (starting at ∼28 h), before spreading and becoming motile. In this movie two other cells can also be seen in the FOV: a second SMC that exhibited a weak \[Ca^2+^\]~c~ increase in response to CCh and which spread outwards at later time‐point (extending process outwards at ∼75 h) and a small round cell that was not a SMC but which spread and became motile within the first day. After initially recording in bright‐field mode, all recordings were in phase contrast from 22 h. During a media change at ∼2 h a dead cell that had flowed into the FOV during the addition of media was washed away, whilst during a media change at ∼75 h a large cluster of cellular debris was washed into the FOV.

**Movie 2**. Phenotypic modulation of a PV SMC. Corresponding to Fig. 3*B* (with the same length scales), this movie tracks a freshly isolated PV SMC as it undergoes phenotypic modulation in culture conditions. After spreading and becoming motile, the SMC appears to phagocytose some nearby extracellular debris at ∼48 h (yellow arrow indicates debris). Another smaller cell with a morphology different to that of a SMC, which spread with the first few hours of being in culture, can also be seen in the FOV (unlike all PV SMCs tracked, this cell did not undergo a period of spontaneous contraction).

**Movie 3**. Phenotypic modulation of a CA SMC. Corresponding to Fig. 3*C* (with the same length scales), this movie tracks a freshly isolated PV SMC as it undergoes phenotypic modulation in culture conditions. Two CA SMCs can be seen in the FOV: the tracked SMC that initially begins to spread, then re‐rounds before eventually fully spreading and becoming motile; and a second SMC that undergoes apoptosis at ∼6 h.

**Movie 4**. Spontaneous contractions occurring during phenotypic modulation of PV SMCs. Corresponding to Figure 4*A--C*, this movie provides examples of the spontaneous contractions that PV SMCs exhibit during their transition to a migratory phenotype. The first section shows phase contrast recordings of four different SMCs (2 min recording burst shown for each SMC) as they contract during their transition (recorded at 45h47, 37h47, 27h47 and 31h47; the fourth cell corresponds to Fig.4*C*, green trace and *Ca*). The second section shows the fourth cell 10 h later (Fig. 4*C*, blue trace and *Cb*). The subsequent movie section shows the spontaneous \[Ca^2+^\]c oscillations, as visualised by Fluo‐4 fluorescence, that accompanied the onset of cell spreading and early spontaneous contractions in the SMC shown in Fig. 4 *Aa* and *b* (the traces in *Ca--c* are derived from this recording).

**Movie 5**. Tracking the migration of a colonic SMC. Corresponding to Fig. 5, this movie shows the onset of the migratory behaviour of a tracked colonic SMC. The right hand side of the first movie section shows the Histone 2B‐GFP images used for tracking and the expression of the protein can be seen to rise with the onset of motility. Despite the Histone 2B CellLights reagent having been present in the culture media from the beginning of the experiment, protein expression was only observed from ∼92 h once the cell had fully spread. As the SMC began to move around, it was observed taking up and engulfing extracellular debris, including a large fragment of debris at the bottom of the FOV. When viewed at a slower speed (second movie section), the SMC can be seen to first reel in the cell debris before undergoing a series of strong contractions during which it appears to ingest the fragment. It can also be seen that, as the cell moves around, it occasionally leaves behind subcellular fragments of its own (e.g. at around 36 s).

**Movie 6**. Contraction of PV SMCs in response to PE during phenotypic modulation. Corresponding to Fig. 7, this movie of the \[Ca^2+^\]c response as measured by Fluo‐4 shows the contractions exhibited by of one the two SMCs puffed with PE after 47 h in culture (corresponding to the black trace and brightfield image in Fig. 7*A*) and the SMC puffed at 119 h (Fig. 7*B*). The movies are temporally aligned so that both puffs begin ∼4 s into the movie, which runs at a speed of x8. Prior to the puff, spontaneous \[Ca^2+^\]c oscillations can be observed in the 47 h SMC and a clear difference in the speed of the contractions occurring on day 2 and on day 5 can be seen.

**Movie 7**. Phagocytosis of a dead cell by a recently contractile PV SMC. Corresponding to Fig. 8*A*, this movie tracks a PV SMC, whose contractility was first confirmed by the puffing of PE (with the cell in serum‐free media). The three other SMCs in the FOV can also be seen to contract. FBS was then added to the culture dish, immediately before the start of the relevant movie section, during which two more SMCs were washed into the FOV. In response to FBS, all SMCs immediately started to contract down, with a substantial loss of elongation after 10 min. The SMCs then rounded up fully before starting to spread outwards, with the six SMCs in the FOV spreading at varying times. After 25 h in culture the tracked SMC had spread outwards and was spontaneously contracting. Several smaller, round cells that are not SMCs (but are present in the SM tissue) can also be seen in the initial FOV. One of these was close to the tracked SMC and at ∼39 h it underwent apoptosis. Shortly afterwards, at ∼48 h, the SMC was clearly observed to take up and engulf this dead cell.

**Movie 8**. Phagocytosis of fluorescent microbeads by tracked SMCs. This movie shows two examples of the phagocytosis of fluorescent beads by migratory SMCs, monitored by simultaneous phase contrast/fluorescence time‐lapse imaging, the first from a tracked colon cell and the second from a tracked PV cell. In both cases the upper panel shows the phase contrast images and the lower panel shows the microbead fluorescence. The beads are discernible in phase contrast appearing as white dots but, as other structures have a similar appearance, the fluorescence signal is required to confirm which structures are beads. The colon example comes from a later time‐point in the tracking of the SMC shown in Fig. 3A and Movie 1, whose contractility was confirmed at the outset of the experiment by CCh puffing. Here, the SMC first reels in a bead at the top of the image (to the left of the centre, hovering over another cell) and internalises it (confirmed by 3D reconstruction microscopy), before taking up a second bead that lands on the righthand side of the image shortly after the start of the movie. In the PV example, the SMC can be seen to similarly phagocytose a single bead that lands on the right of the image.

**Movie 9**. Uptake of AcLDL by endothelial cells but not motile SMCs. Corresponding to Fig. 9*B*, the first section of this movie shows a patch of endothelial cells taking up AcLDL (left, brightfield; middle, fluorescently labelled AcLDL) over an 18 h period immediately following the addition of LDL to the culture. SMCs in same culture (within the same FOV) did not take up LDL, as demonstrated by the example on the right (top right, brightfield; bottom right, AcLDL). A few large fluorescent clusters can be seen to land upon the cells being imaged, including the SMC. However, the SMC did not internalise this cluster, which at the end of the recording remains in a focal plane above the cell. The second movie section consists of a high speed imaging burst that shows the intracellular trafficking of the internalised LDL.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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